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INTRODUCTION 
The pur1f'icst1on of viruses from infected p'Lant s con- 
cerns ma.inly the remove.l of the viruses from the components 
of the host cell. To do this without destroying the virus 
particle, it 1s often necessary to use a dennturing or ad- 
sorbing a5ent that acts on the impurities but not on the 
virus. It is usually impossible to purify plant viruses 
simply by application of separntion procedures such as cen- 
trifugation and electrophoresis. 
Dennturst1on of plant components during purification 
of stable plant viruses r:!'.E>:.y be ~ccompl1shed simply by carry- 
inc out centrifugation or other procedures at room temper~.ture 
for eevernl d~ys. Selection of a den~turat1on procedure is 
part1cul~rly importent if t~e virus is relatively unstable, 
if it is present in low concentr~tions in the pl~nt, or if 
the work is des1f3I1ed to study the inl tinl state of t he virus 
1n the plrmt. Different viruses respond differently to the 
action of these $genta. One virus may be successfully 
purified from 1 ts l:oet by a pc.rticul~r trol!t:nent, but e.nother 
virus 1n the same host may suffer n complete loss or 1nfec- 
tiv1ty RS n result of the same tre2tment. The action of 
these aeents upon the host cell componenta may be more uniform 
thnn 1t 1s upon viruses, since properties of these components 
should not differ too c:,reetly nmone; plpnts that nre com'Ilonly 
used as virus hosts. 
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One of the commonly used technicues for separation of 
components 1n virus ~ur1f1cat1on io density-eradlent centr1- 
fugntion, 1n "to:hlc~-i particles are centr1fu~ed t nrough a liquid 
column which has a density fjrndlent resultine; from concentra- 
tion gr~dlents of two other ~ubstances of different densities. 
If the p~rticles are floe.ted 1n e l~.yer on top of the co Iumn , 
t;,.ey will sedime:it o.s a zone t'!1rough the colur.m durins centr1- 
fue;at1on. The final posltlon of the particles e.fter centrifu- 
gation depends upon the time centrifuged and the material 
from which the colQ~n 1s prepared. Separation 1n sucrose 
density-grr.dient columns 1e usua Ll.y dependent upon t he size, 
sh~pe, And density of tte p:1.rticles. SepnrDtion ln columns 
prepered from cesium chloride ls based on the denalty of t~e 
particles becnuse centrlfu3t?tion ls usu?.lly continued until 
an equilibrium position has been re~ched. 
This study wns underto.ken to devise an ee.sy, accurate 
method to detect and separ11te various conponen t s in extr8.cts 
of he sL thy berm, t.oba ~~o, and bnrley plrnts by us t ng techniques 
. corrr on to vi rue 9url f1cn tlon :'.nd to determine tl:e effect of 
so!l'le of the more corn".llon den~turing end ndscrb1!'lg ne;ents on 
t~ese ne~l thy pl11nt e omponen t.s , Condi t1one for densi ty-gre.dlent 
centrifugation were selected to give the best se~~r~tion of 
norm.oJ co;nponents, end these conditions were then u3ed as the 
ba sis of pn ane lyticn l method to evaLua te the denEt.turri. tion 
procedures. 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Methods used for the clnr1f1c~t1on of virus-containing 
plant extracts have been summarized by Steere (1959) and by 
Markhem (1959). Some of these will be described here briefly. 
These methods ~re generally followed by additional pur1f1ca- 
t1on procedures, such as d1fferent1~1 centr1fug~t1on, density- 
gradient centrifugation, electrophores1~, or precipitation 
of the virus wl th acid er s a I t. The selection of the method 
usually depends upon t~e pur~ose for which the virus ls 
be1nc purified. 
Freezing infected tissues before grinding h~s lon3 
been ~dvoc~tcd to improve the e~se of ~rinding and to facili- 
tate t::..e r e Le e ee of virus from ti:e host tissues. Tc!cahash1 
(1951) reported getting more th~n twice the yield or tobec~o 
mosaic virus ( THV) fro::l frozen t t asues t:1an frcm unfrozen 
co&rsely macerated tissue. Stanley (1940) purified to~ato 
bushy-stunt virus by first freezinr; the ~lr:ints to dencture 
and render insoluble t~e no~n~l proteins of high molecular 
weight that contam1n~.te viruses purified by differential 
centr1fus::tt1on. Freezing tissues is h1Bhly recom.:iended un- 
less 1t cnuses loss in virus 3ct1v1ty. 
Heating tho infected sap ls one of the two methods 
r-ecommend ed by ?·~e.rkhrun ( 19'59) e nd ls pr-cbab Ly one of the most 
widely used methods. The procedure usu~lly consista of heat- 
ing the ee.p to c. temper~ture between 40° and 60° c and holding 
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it there fore few seconds to ten minutes or longer. The 
coagulum or den~tured protoplasmic proteins and chloroplasts 
1s then removed by low speed centr1fuget1on. Steere and 
W1111ems (1948) and Steere (1952) used short periods at 55° c 
to purify tomato bushy-stunt virus and TMV, respectively, for 
electron microscope obscrvnt1ons. Schlegel and R~wl1ns (1953) 
purified n.~V for spectrophoto:netr1c assay by heating 1t tor 
15 minutes nt 60° C, and obtained good reproducibility with 
little loss in virus activity. BrP-kke purified wheat streak 
mosaic virus ( 195e~ nnd bcirley stripe mo sa i c virus ( 1959) by 
heating infected sap Rt 40° C for one hour. 
Prec1p1tetion of normal com~onents by ethanol ls the 
other method r-e comraended by M£rkham ( 1959). T:-ie strained 
sa.p ls stirred vigorously while 300 ml of 901 ethanol are 
added to each liter of sap. The coar,~lum formed can be cen- 
trifuged off, leev1ng a sli~htly cloudy fluid containing the 
virus. However, some viruses may not tolerate this level or 
ethanol, end others may be precipi te.ted by dilute etht=mol at 
the pH of the S'-'-P• 
Ac1d1fic~t1on of the crude sap to denat.ur-e proteins 
was used by Commoner et al. (19SO) in the study of TMV 
synt'r.ee;1s. Rice et r.l. ( 1955) purified squaah mos.l:lic virus 
b,y a.c1dif1c?.t1on to pH 5.0 end differential centr1fugr!t1on. 
Lindberg et o.l. (1956) used ~c1d treet!Ilent 1n the purifica- 
tion of e. group of squnsh moaaf c viruses, but this was not 
auccessful for a. similar e;roup of melon mose.1c viruses. 
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Schneider (1953) used chloroform-wa.ter emulsions to 
denature noninfectious material in tobecco s~p infected with 
TMV. The virus remained dispersed 1n the aqueous phase and 
remained 1nfect1ous, while there w~.e e. relatively large 
eccurnuletion of plant constituents at the i~terface between 
the chloroform and water. Chlorophyll and certain other 
constituents d1ssol ved 1n t:1e excess chloroform. 
Tomlinson, Shepherd, and \'nlker (1959) purified cucum- 
ber mos:'.!1c virus auccessfully frorn cucumber corolle.s e nd from 
infected tobacco lei:i.ves with the R.1d of rr-but.ano L, He~vy 
prec1pit~tes formed w:.en the crude s ap va a mixed with 8 to 9~ 
n-butenol ~nd stirred for 30 minutes. T~e but~nol see~ed to 
keep the virus in solution, es well es to precipitate mPny 
of the norm~l components. 
Steere (1956) combined these two procedures and used e 
mixture of equ~l parts of n-but8nol and chloroform for the 
pur1f1c~tion of tobec~o rin3epot virus. An emulsion was 
formed by slowly n.dding t":o volumes or this mixture to one 
volume of infected s~P with rapid stirring. After the emulsion 
was broken by centr1fug~t1on, the botto~ leyer wns a mixture 
or chloroform end butnnol And contained all the chlorophyll. 
Above this wae a solid lnyer of den~tured protein and cellular 
debris. The to, layer WPS an aqueous ph3ee saturated with 
chloroform and but ano L end cont.e.rned neP.rly nll of the virus 
and some or the noninfectious plent protein. When this l~yer 
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was allowed to stand ov·ernie..'1-it n.t 22° C most of t ne nonv1rue 
protein was den~tured and could be removed by centrifUG~t1on. 
The residual aclvents seemed to stabilize the virus. Thie 
procedure hes o.Lso been used in the pur1f1cnt1on or t-oma to 
b'..lshy-stunt, sou them bean mo ao 1c, turnip yellcws, ~lf'alfa 
mosaic, and tobac~o mosaic viruses. 
Ether is onother org~.n1c solvent which has been used 
in plcnt virus purificr.t1on. B~;ne.11, Wetter, and Larson 
(1959) used ether for po tn to virus M, potato virus S, and 
carn~tion lr:tcnt virus. Wetter (1960) used it with seven 
add1 t1onal rod-sh~.ped viruses. He shook crude sop with an 
equal volume of cooled ether for 5-15 minutes, and separ~ted 
the emulsion by low speed centr1fU[,[-lt1on. The lower aqueous 
la.yer wr 8 t••en s!-:Eili::en w1 th an equc l, vo Iune or co rbon tetra- 
chloride to remove the dissolved ether. 
Fulton (1957, 1959) removed muc~ of the extraneous 
matter from freshly ground infected leaves by adsorption 
on to hydrated cc.lei um pboapha te, "rhi ch had been freshly 
prec1p1 tl' ted frcm e. mixture of r-re.2EP04 and CaCl2. The 1on1c 
stren~th of the buffer wee a cr1t1cAl fsctor 1n the rdsorption 
or virus r nd z;reen host mr-terit:>l. Thie; procedure l~.s been 
used successfully for sever~l prunus viruses, rose mose1c 
v1r~s, end epµle mcsaic vlr~s, but reBulted in loss of 1n- 
fect1v1ty \'!1th t.cbac :o r1ngspct, cucumber mcaaf e , tcmet.o 
spotted w11 t, and peac:1 yellow bud moa111c viruses. 
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Brakke (1959) used a detergent to dis;erae barley 
stripe mos~ic virus in density-gr~dient columns efter he?t- 
ing had csue od its e.ggregr.tion. The detergent was also 
quite effective in dispersing no rmaI hc s t components. These 
components reac~ed n fin~l depth nfter only e shcrt period of 
ce:::itrifugat1on in denai ty-grfldier.t columns, eu$gesting thtt 
they were ccmpnrntively 1:->..rge parti~les of low density, and 
were colloidRl 1n nc tur-e ro.ther t hnn being true molecules. 
As with other tre~tments, this did not succeed for some 
viruses. 
In most of these reports, mention has been made ot 
tren.tments ap?lied to hee.lthy pla.r.t extracts, usucilly stating 
th~t the ~~teriel recovered 1s far smaller than th~t obtained 
from infected pl~nts, or tt~t it is present in insicn1f1cent 
amounts. The criteria of purity of virus prepa.rn.tiona has 
often been the colorless apyear~r.ce of the final product. 
When this has been achieved the virus has been ~lnss1fied 
as pure. 
Pirie (1950) directed atte'!'lt1on townrd oater1al thRt 
could be c?.rr1ed throug:-i purific?t1on procedures into a. virus 
pr-e par-r t1cn mnd e by ul tracentr1fw~~ t1on of t obac cc leaf ex- 
tracts. He was able to 1solti te R nucleoprotein th..~t hc.d some 
sim11~.r1 ty to plant viruses from a~.~ of youn5 uninfected to- 
bacco Le ave s , This in!l.cmogeneous ma terie,l was charri cteri zed 
in electron mrcroscor-e observe.t rcne ~e.inly es s phe r-e s 20-30 mµ 
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1n die.meter, w1 th much amor-phou s mr..ter1al also present. The 
methods gener!'Jlly used for c1Arify1ng the sap of v1rus-1nfected 
plants RS e prel1rn1nory to serological or che~1c~l study or 
t~:e vt rus u aur lly co a gu Le ted tl':.e nucleoprotc1n to a va.ry1 ng 
extent, ~a well ~s removinc chloroplasts and chloroplast fr~g- 
ments. The chromoprote1ns usually were aggreg~ted by centri- 
fugAtion, le~v1ng a. colorless or :pnle-e;reen opalescent 
solution. Enzy:nes a aao c Le t.ed w1 th the nucleoprote1n mad e 1 t 
quite uns t r.b Le in s.'Jp when first 1sclt'!ted, which explR1ns 
some chnnge s in virus prep? rr tions during 1sola t1on. He 
uointed out t:1,,t tLere were structures 1n t:1e leer extr~cta . - 
with n~ny pointc of rese~blnnce to the micrcsornes th~t co~ld 
be s epn r= t.ed bv sirnilr:tr me t.hod s frcm r..ni'11c>.l t1ss'...les. Later, 
Hclden Pnd Pirie ( 1955) observed thllt t:1e pro'Jerties of this 
nucleoprotein were not cons trm t 1n different ,re,e.r::>tions, 
Rnd su~ceoted t~1e could be connected with the phy21oloc1o~l 
state of the orisinel tobscco plnnt from whic~ t~e isolations 
were ma.de. 
Pirie { 1956) studied component.s or T~,~V prepRr1'1t1ons 
mnde 1n different w8yo. When qu1ck and gentle meth.ode were 
uaed , t:!e end ~roduct cont::i!ned material tl-;at was not present 
in 0reDri r-a t Lons m.".' de by me t.hcd a t:~r.t were . rou5::er and mere 
dilatory. This material wes mostly nonnal lee.f nucleopro- 
tein, which c ou Ld be removed by purification steps th~.t m?.y 
nlter scme properties or the virus. It was net determined 
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definitely if this nucleoprotein ma.terial wA.s combined with 
the virus or merely mixed with 1 t. Tl1e suggestion waa made 
that tte oonta~inants tended to concentrate at the ends 
of the virus rode preventing end-to-end ~g3regat1on, since 
treatments which removed the nuoleoprote1n contaminants usu- 
nlly resulted in increased aggregation. 
More recently, microsomal nucleoprote1n particles have 
been isolated and charecterized from pea seedlings by T~o, 
Bonner, and Vinogr2d (1958). Sedimentation 1n the analytical 
ultr~centrifuge detected four species ot perticles with sedi- 
mente.tion const~.nts or 80s, 60s, 40s, and 26s at infinite 
dilution. When a certain amount of magnesium was removed 
fro~ the system, the 80s pe.rticle dissociated into a. 40s unit 
and a. 60e unit. When more magnesium was removed, t::e 60s 
unit dissoci~ted to a 40s unit and two 26s units, or to two 
40s units, one of which dissocinted to two 26s units. The 
perticles contained 35-40~ ribonucleic acid by weight, and 
eppe~red as spheres 1n the electron microscope. 
R1bonucleoprote1n particles fro!Il Escher1ch1~ £.211 have 
o.lso been isol?ted and chBrncterized by T1ssieree et al. 
( 1959). Ms.gnesium sta.b111zed the pnrticles, and , on varying 
1te concentrRtion, four kinds of components were observed with 
sedimentation constants of 30s, 50s, 70s, and lOOa. The 70s 
particles were formed from one 30s and one 50s; the lOOs 
particles were formed from two 70s particles. Er.ch type or 
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particle was isolated and found to contain 63% ribonucleic 
acid, and all had the seme density. Electron microscope 
studies w1 th aha dew cse t specimens (Hall end Sle.yter, 1959) 
Rnd with neeat1vely nnd positively stained specimens (Huxley, 
1960) revealed small, roughly spherical particles. The 70s 
particles contained two subunits ot unequal size which re- 
sembled the 50s and 30s particles, and 1n the lOOe particles, 
the em!l.ller subun1 ts of the 70s particles were paired. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Source rnPteritil 
Bean (PhR.seolis vuli:)nris L. 'Great Northern UI 59•), 
tob~cco (Nicoti~n~ tPb~curn L. 'Havana 38'), and barley 
(Hordeu!11 vulP-Are L. '~foore ') pl::ints were gro'm in four inch 
pots 1n the greenhouse. Fully expanded first trifolie. te 
leaves were herveated 18-20 days Rfter plan.ting, usually e.t 
a stage when the second trito11~tes were Juet beginning to 
expand. Tob~ oco le.?ves ver-e har-ves t.ed wi1en the plan ts were 
in the ~-7 leef st~ge, About four weeks after transplanting. 
B~rley leaves were hnrvested from pl~nts in the 4-5 le~f 
stage, 16-18 days after planting. The leaves were wrepped 1n 
damp paper toweling and waxed paper and refrigerated until 
use. 
Preupr~tion or extrActs 
Leaves were weighed and ground finely in a mortar and 
pestle with l ml or 0.01 M neutral phosphate butter per gram 
or leaves. The lPrge center midrib or tobacco was re:noved 
before grinding. The buffer had 0.005 M K2HP04 and 0.005 M 
KH2P04 1n distilled water to give a pH value or 1.0. The 
extrect was squeezed through a double thickness ot cheese- 
cloth nnd centrifuged for 15 minutes et 10,000 rpm 1n the 
SS-34 rotor or the Servall Type RC-2 refr1ger~ted centrifuge. 
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Thia supernatant fluid, the crude extract, was used for 
en2lysis or for further treetment. 
High speed centrifugation was done in the No. 40 rotor 
of the Spinco Model L preparatory ultracentrifuge, either for 
100 to 120 min et 38,000 rpm in 5j8 by 2! inch tubes or for 
60 min at 36,000 rpm in i by li inch tubes. Pellets were 
resuspended in 1 ml of 0.01 M neutral phosphate buffer per 
grem of leaves. This was designated as a 1:1 dilution of 
the extract. All concentrations reported as dilutions were 
calculated by dividing the volume of the sample in ml by the 
weight in gm of the tissue from which the se.mple was derived. 
Treatments 
The effect of 'several different denaturing or adsorbing 
agents on either the crude extract or the resuspended high 
speed pellet was studied. The treatments were applied in the 
following manners. 
~· About 5 ml of the e~tract in a plastic or glass 
tube was plRced in a large be~ker of water at 55 ~ 1° C for 
10 min, or in a consto.nt temperature water bath at 40 .! 0.50 c 
for one hour. Samples were cooled by holding the tube in 
running tap water and then centrifu3ed for 10 min at 10,000 
rpm. 
Or5~n1c solvents. Several different solvents and meth- 
ods of trentment were applied, always in the cold at 4° c. 
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a) Ether. The sample was mixed with an equal volume 
or diethyl ether (Wetter, 1960), and shaken vigorously by 
h~nd for 3 min or gently by rotation on a dlalysls wheel for 
1 hr. The emulsion was broken by centr1fugat1on for 10 min 
at 3000 rpm. The lower aqueous phase was removed into a 
syringe through a long needle end placed in an open petri 
diah in front or a fan in the cold for 30 mln to evaporate 
the dissolved ether. 
b) n-ButP.nol. According to the methods or Tomlinson 
et al. (1959), the sample was mixed with 1CY¬  by volume of 
n-but~nol and shaken gently by rotation on a dialysis wheel 
for 1 hr. After centr1fue;~tion for 10 min at 10,000 rpm, the 
euparna t ant, fluid was allowed to evaporate for 30 min to re- 
move the dissolved n-butanol 1n the same manner a.sin the 
ether tren.tment. 
c) Chloroform-butAnol. The sample was first shaken 
vigorously for 3 min with an equnl volu~e of chloroform and 
centrifuged 10 min at 3000 rpm. The upper aqueous phase we.a 
removed with a syrin5e and shaken for 3 min with an equal 
volume of n-butanol. After centrifu3ation for 10 min at 
3000 rpm, the upper aqueous phAee wes plnced in an open petri 
dish for 30 min 1n the cold to evaporPte a portion of the 
dissolved solvents. 
d) Ether-but~nol. The sample was first ah~ken vigor- 
ously for 3 min w1th en equal volume of diethyl ether and 
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centrifuged for 10 min at 3000 rpm. The lower aqueous ph8se 
was removed and shaken for 3 min with an equal volume of 
n-butanol. After centr1fugat1on for 10 rn1n at 3000 rpm, the 
lower aqueoua phase was allowed to evapora. te 1n the aame 
me.nner as in the other treatments. 
e) Ethnnol. Following the method described by Markham 
(1959), the extract WP.S plt:i.ced in a small beaker and stirred 
maenetically whlle 30~ by volume of 90t ethnnol was added 
dropw1ee from a pipette. After an additionRl stirring of 10 
min, the mixture was centrifuged for 10 min et 10,000 rpm. 
Calcium phosphate. The extract wes plEi.Ced 1n a small 
beaker- and stirred magnetically while 1/4 volume of 0.2 M 
Na2HPC4 and 1/20 volume of 1.0 M CaC12 were added simultaneous- 
ly from pipettes by drops. After stirring for an additional 
20 min, the sample was centrifuged for 10 min at 10,000 rpm. 
Ao1d1f1cnt1on. The pH of the extract to be treated 
was determined. sut!1c1ent 1.0 N HCl was added to lower the 
pH value about one unit. Either before or after centrifugation 
for 10 min at 10,000 rpm, sufficient 1.0 N NaOH wti.s added to 
return the pH value to near neutrality. 
Fraez1n~. Freshly harvested leaves, crude extracts, 
and resuspended high speed pellets were frozen for various 
periods of time. Frozen leaves ~ere thawed and extracts were 
prepared as usual. Frozen liquid extracts were thewed and 
centrifuged for 10 min at 10,000 rpm. 
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Igepon T-73. To test the effect of the detergent 
Igepon T-73 (sodium N-met~yl N-oleoyl taurate), 0.1~ was 
mixed in the 0.01 M neutral phosphate buffer used to prepare 
·the density-gredient columns (Brakke, 1959). Extracts were 
layered on these colu~ns ~nd effects occurred during centri- 
fugation. 
Mngnesium ~ EDTA. The effect of several different 
levels of magnesium u,on the components or the resuspended 
high speed pellet was tested by using gradient columns with 
various concentrations of MgC12 in 0.005 M tris butter (tris- 
(hydroxymethyl) am1no methane) ad jus t.ed to pH 7.4 with HCl. 
The effect of removal of magnesium WRS tested by using gra- 
dient columns with 0.005 M EDTA (sodium ethylenedia:ninetetra- 
acetate) adjusted to pH 7.0 with tris. As with Igepon, 
effects occurred during centrifugation. 
Analysis£!~ extracts 
Denaity-gr2dient centrifugation. Density-gradient 
centrifugation w~s used ns an anelyticRl method to assess 
the value of various denaturation procedures used for puri- 
ficP tion of p l arrt viruses. Colu.'Ilns ·for ra. te zonal centr1fu- 
ga tion (Brakke, 1960) were prepared by layering 4, 7, 7, and 
7 ml of either 100, 200, 300, and 400 m~ sucrose per ml or 50, 
100, 150, and 200 mg sucrose per ml, res,ectively, in l by 3 
inch tubes. The lRyered solutions were allowed to diffuse 
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overnight or longer in the cold. These were termed 10-40 or 
5-20 rate columns. Unless stc.ted other·w1se, O .01 M neutral 
phosphate buffer wes used to dissolve the sucrose. Two-m1111- 
11 ter samp l es were le.yered carefully on the tops or the gra- 
dient columns immediately before centrifuging a.t 23,000 rpm 
in the SW 25.1 rotor of the Spinco Model L preparatory ultre- 
centrifu~e, usu~lly for 4 hr at 4° C. Several v~r1ations or 
sucrose gr!ldient columns were used and ldll be mentioned in 
the appropriate sections of the results. 
Equilibrium zonal centrifugation (Brakke, 1960) in 
·cesium chloride gradient columns (Meaelson et al., 1957) 
was used to analyze tte extracts. Columns were prepared by 
layering 1.3 ml of each solution of 0.01 M neutral phosphate 
buffer containing 1.0 M, 2.0 M, and 3.0 M CsC1,respect1vely, 
in 1/2 by 2 inch tubes. Eight-tenths-milliliter samples were 
lnyered on ench tube before centrifuging at 30,000 rpm in the 
SW-39 rotor of the Spinco Model L ultracentr1fu~e. 
Loading of the rotors and removal of the tubes after 
centrifugation was usually done at room temperature, but the 
centrifuge was refrigerated, and the temperature of the tube 
0 . contents was 5-10 c after centrifugation. 
Analysis£!. centrifuged 5rad1ent columns. Li5ht- 
scattering m~ter1Rls in the centrifuged tubes were detected 
in a darkened room by directing a nar-rov beam of 115ht down 
through the tube. The depth and description of the visible 
zones was recorded. 
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Ultraviolet absorption at 254 mµ was recorded automati- 
cally throughout the colu.'!lns with the Instru.~entet1on Special- 
ties Company (ISCO) Model D Density Gradient Fractionator 
and Model U u. V. Flow Densitometer as described by Brakke 
(1962). For simplicity, this procedure will be called "scan- 
ning". Samples of the zones were collected manually as they 
came through the fract1onD.tor, and were used for further 
analysis. 
Components in the pl~nt extracts thnt had been separa- 
ted during centrifugation ep~e~red as distinct visible zones 
in the tubes, and as peRks corresponding to the ultraviolet' 
absorption on t ne scanning pat t ern recorded by the densi tom- . 
eter. The a.ren under the penks corresponded to the concentra- 
tion or the co~ponents in the tu8e, end the de,th of the 
absorption penks could be correlated with the de,th of the 
visible zones. 
Meaeurer.ien t 2f. effect! venes s £!. tre:'l t•:ie~ts. Effect! ve- 
ness of the denntur1ng treatments w~s evalu~ted by scanning 
the tubes in which the treated extracts he.d been centrifuged, 
and measuring the crea under the individual peaks or under the 
scanning pattern of the entire tube. The bas e line WD.s deter- 
mined by acRnn1ng en 1dent1cal centrifused gradient collltln 
which hRd been layered with 2 ml of buffer or distilled water. 
This was necessary because the material used to prepare the 
columns absorbed or scattered e small amount of light 
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depend1n~ upon 1ts concentration. Measurements of scanning 
patterns of treated extracts were compared with those of un- 
trented resuspended high speed pellets to determine the rela- 
tive amount of a.beorb1ng material th~t each of the treat!:lents 
removed. 
Area measurements were made with a catheto~eter and 
converted to ml x absorbance at 254 mµ. 
Character1 z~ t1on £! 1nd1 vidua.l comnonente 
Ultraviolet absorDtion. Samples of zones collected 
from dens1ty-gred1ent colu~ne were analyzed spectrophotometr1- 
c~lly in a Beckmann Model cu spectrophotometer. Values ot 
optico.l dens1 ty were measured for vese lengths between 230 mµ 
; end 300 mµ. Distilled water was used as a blank. Corrections 
for ve.rintion between qunrtz cells were made by determining 
the opt1c~1 density of distilled water in each cell at each 
wave leneth used, and subtracting this value from the reading 
obtained for the SP..1T1ple. 
Electron ~1croscopy. Samples of zones collected from 
density-gradient columns were dialyzed for two days a5n1nst 
several chsnges of distilled water, after which they were 
mixed with 10% i;lycer1ne, O .01 to O. l'~ bovine serum a Lbumf.n , 
and 0.033~ 264 mµ polystyrene latex spheres. A low prescure 
Vapcnefrin ntom1zer was used to spray the samples onto a 
c~rbon b~cked collod1on film supported on a 20-mesh copper 
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wire grid. They were shadowed with tungsten oxide, viewed in 
an RCA ~·m-2 electron microscope, and photographed at e. magni- 
fication of 20,000. 
Dry weip;~1t. The pellet from high speed centrifuge. tion 
of bean crude extract vos resuspended nt .9. 10: 1 concentra.ticn. 
Thie was centrifuged for 1 hr on a 10-40 rnte tube. A 10 ml 
snr.r:;ile from El depth of 2 .5 to 4. 5 cm vas extracted into a 
syringe through a needle with a bent tip, mixed with 2 ml of 
distilled water, r.nd floated on an equilibrium zonal centri- 
fug~t1on gradient column, prepared by layering 4 ml of each 
solution of 0.01 M neutral phosphate buffer containing 300, 
400, 500, end 600 mg sucrose per ml, respectively, in 1 by 3 
inch tubes. After centr1fug~.t1on for 8 hours ~t 23,000 rpm, 
depths of the visible zones were recorded. One tube was 
scanned end samples of the zones were collected. From the 
other two tubes, three samples were collected into e syringe 
throuE:.h a needle with e bent tip. Depths of the samples were 
3.3 to 4.3 cm, 4.4 to 4.7cm, and 4.8 to 5.0 cm, corresponding 
to the zones. Ultrnv1olet absorption spectra of ten-fold 
dilutions or the se.mples were recorded, and the rernainder of 
the s~mples were dielyzed ae;E!.inet distilled w~ter for 2i days. 
They were concentrated by centr1fUging tor 1 hr at 38,000 rpm 
1n the No. 40 rotor 1n 5.L8 by 2·~· inch tubes. Pellets were 
resuspended 1n 3 ml of distilled wnter, end two 1 ml samples 
of each were pl~ced in previously dried weighing bottles and 
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dried at 105° C to a constant weight. Ultraviolet absorption 
spectra were again recorded on dilutions or the concentrnted 
SPmples. 
EXPERI~TAL RESULTS 
Ch~recter1z~t1on £!.components 1n plant extracts 
Dens1ty-grnd1cnt centrifugation provided a very useful 
technique for the septJr.!.!tlon of components present in extracts 
of leavee of healthy plants. By varying the concentr~t1on or 
sucrose, the slope of the gradient, 8nd the centrifugation 
time, the degree of separrtion Pnd the components detected in 
phosphnte buffer could be varied considerably. Figure 1 
shows scanning patterns of t~.ree different types of ~rnd1ent 
tubes each with a resuspended high speed pellet of one or the 
three plants used, and en.ch after e. different tine of centrifu- 
gation. Extracts of all three plants eave similar results 
on each of the different t7pes of grAd1ent columns, except 
for slight differences 1n the concentre.tion of the ind1 vidual 
components. 
Figure 1 A represents material derived from 1 gm of 
bean leaves centrifuged for 2 hr on a 10-40 rate column. The 
smaller components remained in the top 1.5 cm of the tube 
and were not sepP-r~ted sufficiently for the scanner to detect 
the individual zones. A bro~d b~nd of larger, more rapidly 
sedimenting, low-nbsorb1ng mater1nl appenred between 2.s and 
3.5 cm. A small green pellet was formed at the bottom or the 
tube. Figure l B represents m~ter1nl frcm 1 gm or tobacco 
leaves centrifueed for 4 hr on a 5-20 rate column. The 
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smaller components sedimented as far as 2.5 cm ond three 
definite zones were detected by the scanner. The larger 
materiel all sedimented to the pellet and almost no absorbing 
material remained below 3.0 cm. F1g. 1 C repreaente ~aterial 
from 1 gm of bnrley leaves centrifuged for 2 hr on a e;re.d1ent 
cclu~n prepared by l~yering 3, 5, 5, 5, 5, and 4 ml or 50, 100, 
150, 200, 400, ~nd 600 mg sucrose per ml, respectively, in 
1 by 3 inch tubes. The emnller components'sedimented as far 
as 1.5 c~, but individual components were not detected as in 
the 5-20 rnte tubes. The larr;er components were evenly dis- 
tributed through the rem~inder of the tube, with no definite 
ebsorbance at n pnrticular depth. Green material sedimented 
to a depth of about 5 cm, and a small pellet was formed. 
This and similar exneriments showed that density-gra- 
dient centrifugation cf crude extracts aepar'a.t.ed components 
into three general clgsses: non-sedimenting, highly-absorbin5, 
brown-colored, low molecular weight ma teri~.l; slcwly-sediment- 
1n3, hi5hly-absorbing, colorless material that sepr-rated into 
3-5 distinct components; and fast-sedimenting, green-colored, 
low-a.bscrb1ng, light sea ttering ma.terial. 
The non-sedimenting m~terinl could be removed from 
the extracts by high epeed centri:fugation, and was assumed 
to consist of low molecular weight proteins and phenols. 
The slowly-sedimenting material consieted of nucleo- 
protein-contP1nine perticles, presumably ribosoII?es. The 
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ribosomal components were small, dense, and poor light 
ect\tterers. Concentrations the.t ge.ve pronounced peaks 1n 
UV scanning patterns were often not visible by scattered 
light. 
The fast-sedimenting meterial consisted of green chloro- 
plosts, or frae;.~ents thereof, and other comparatively large 
particles containing protein and prob~bly carbohydrates and 
lipids, but little or no nucleic Reid. These compone~ts, as 
found from 2-5 cm depth in Fig. 1 A, scattered much light and 
concentrations of these th~t gave zones reedily detected by 
light scattering often were not detected by UV scanning. 
They were l('_rger then tl:e ribosomes and sedimented faster in 
rate zonal centrifugation, ~ut were not as dense ~nd did not 
sediment as fa.r in equilibrium zonal centrifuee.tion in cesium 
chloride. This frst-sedimenti~g mRter1Al could be separated 
into three components by equilibrium zonal centrifugation in 
sucrose. The lightest and he~_viest of the three components 
were white, but the intermediate one was green. 
Since the or-e aence of or-o t.e Lna and phenolic ma terie.ls ~ . 
in a c;r~.di€nt tube often obscured some of the r1bo::omal compo- 
nents in acann i ng po.tterns, they were usually removed by high 
speed centrifug~t1on befora analysis of the samples on densitJ- 
grndient colu~ne. Scanning pntterns of tubes containing crude 
extracts with no preceding high speed ce~tr1fugat1on are shown 
in Fig. 9 D, E, and F. 
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Figure 1. Scanning patterns of dens1ty-gredient columns 
prepared with 0.01 M neutrrl phosphate buffer, containing 
resuspended high speed pellets from healthy pl~nts. The 
dotted line represents the base line, dete~ined by scanning 
~n ident1c~l centr1fu~ed gr8d1ent column containing wRter. 
Differences in the hei'e;ht of the base line after the bottom 
of the column had passed through the absorption cell, at 
4.5 cm in A and about, 5.3 cm in B and C, ver-e due to differ- 
ences in abGorption of the dense sucrose used to fleet the 
tube contents through the cell. 
A - Grndient colu~n of 100-400 mg sucrose per ml, centrifuged 
2 hr n.t 23,000 rpm, containing ma.terial derived from 1 gm; of bean leaves. 
B - Gradient column of 50-200 mg sucrose per ml, centrifuged 
4 hr nt 23,000 rpm, contP-1n1ng rnnteriRl derived from 1 gm of tobacco le~ves. 
C - Grr!dient column of 3, 5, 5, 5, 5, Pnd 4 ml of 50, 100, 
l~O, 200, 400, ~nd 600 mg sucrose per ml, respectively, 
containin5 m~ter1~1 derived from l em of barley le~ves. 
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Pronerties of components 
Components of been s~p were separated by density-gra- 
dient centrifugation of the resuspended high speed pellet on 
5-20 rate columns. Samples of each component were collected 
as the tubes were scnnned. Fig. 7 A shows a typical sc~nning 
pattern of a gradient tube from which samples were collected 
for studies of the properties. The four samples cheracter1zed 
are represented by the four pe~ks in the scanning pattern. 
Ultr~violet absorntion. Ultraviolet absorption curves 
of the four samples are shown in Fig. 2. The non-sed1ment1ng 
mnterinl at the top of the tube (e) had a very slight peak 
at 260 mµ, with 260/280 mµ rRtio of 1.2. Ribosome ea.!Ilples 
(b, c, d) all had a definite peak nt 260 mµ, with 260/280 mµ 
ratios of 1.5, 1.8, and 1.8, respectively, indicating a high 
concentration of nucleic acid and some differences between t~e 
samples. Samples of ribosomes always showed thia character- 
istic spectrum, even after dialysis for two days age.inst 
distilled water, or treetment with organic solvents. Ho~ever, 
the concentr~tion of these cooponents as measured by the ab- 
sorbance varied considerably among prepar~tiona of bean extracts. 
Ribosomal preparations from tobacco had similar 
absorption spectra. 
Ultraviolet ~bsorpt1on of the three l3rger components 
is shown 1n Figure 3. Absorption values in Fig. 3 A were 
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Figure 2. Ultraviolet absorption spectra of 
separated ribosomal components after dialysis 
versus water. Each sample represents material 
derived from approximately 1.5 gm or bean leaves 
in 5 ml of solution. Samples were tRken from a 
gradient colu~n slm1ler to th~t in Fig. 7 A. 
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measured on dilutions of samples from equilibrium grsdient 
columns. Vc:i.lues for Fig. 3 B were measured on samples after 
dialysis against distilled water for 2t days and concentre- 
tion by h1gh speed centrifugation. These components showed 
only a very sl15ht peak at 260 mµ before d1elys1e and none 
P..f'terwards, 1ndice.t1ng a. very low concentration of nucleic 
acid. Most or the measured absorbnnce w~s probnbly due to 
scRttered 11Bht, since these particles ~ere quite large com- 
pared to the ribosomes. 
Dry weit:·ht. Yields of the three larger components 
in order of increasing density were 3.5 mg, 6.3 mg, and 2.8 
mg per 100 gm of Le a f tissue, respect! vely. Absorbance El.t 
260 mµ for a 1 mg/ml concentrPt1on and a 1 cm light path was 
5.9, 5.8, and 4.8, respectively, tor the same components. 
These calcul~tions were based on UV absorbance of the dia- 
lyzed and concentrated samples. 
Sed1mentPt1on constants. Approximate sedimentation 
constants of the r1boso~al components were determined by the 
methods of Br~.kke ( 19584 • Densi ty-gre.dient columns were pre- 
pared from 3, 7, 7, 7, and 4 ml of O, 100, 200, 300, and 400 
mg sucrose per ml, rea,ectively. The sedimentation constant 
is approximately equal to the ratio of the time required for 
TMV to sediment to a measured depth to the time required for 
the various components to sediment to the same depth multi- 
plied by 190s, the sedimentation consta.nt or TMV. 
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Freshly preppred resuspended high speed pellets from 
beans gave three visible ribo~ome zones in ,c;;rc.d1ent columns 
prepared with neut r-a I pho spho.t.e buffer. When m~.ter1e.l de- 
r1 ved from 2 51:1 of leaves we s used, particles with sed1menta- 
t1on rates of 14s, 28s, and 66 8 were observed, with the major 
component being 66s. The same prepar~tion at a 3-fold higher 
concentr9t1on gnve pArticles with 14s, 66s, ~nd 82s values. 
The me.jor component was the 82s one, and the 28s unl t was 
not recogn1z?ble RS~ visible zone. DAy-old preparations 
representing material derived from 2 gm of leaves on phosphate 
buffer columns gave p~rticles with sed1menta.t1on rates or 
l~s, 38s, and 5ls, but gave 15s, 38s, 53s, and 76s values on 
grndient columns :::irep~red with 0.005 M tris-IICl buffer at 
pH 7.4. 
Electron m1croecouy. Plate 1 shows particles present 
ln samples t~ken from eradient columns such as that in Fig. 
7 A. Particles from all four depths ap?ea.red similar and 
were characterized mainly by the presence of mD-ny sizes of 
spheres. Samples of the non-sedimenting material (A) end or 
the upper ribosome zone (B) also had many very small part1clea. 
In the lRtter sample, pRrticles appeRred nearly amorphous and 
flattened, nnd some were joined together in short chains. 
Particles in the second ribosome s8rnple (C) appeared more 
rigid and uniform in size thnn did the previous samples. 
Particles in the mc~t rapidly eed1ment1ng ribosome zone (D) 
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appeared smaller and less r1~1d ~nd a greater percentage ot 
the particles were aggregated 1nto short rods. 
Plate 2 A shows pt!rt1cles from the top centimeter of 
a grD.d1ent tube made with O .005 M EDTA buffered at pH 7 .o 
with tris (Fig. 7 0). The p~rticles appeared sphericel and 
rather uniform, and not too much different from t~ose ob- 
served in Plate 1 A. 
Plnte 2 B shows particles fro~ the major zone obtained 
D.t a 4 cm depth vhen 0 .002 M MgC12 was included in the gr~dient 
column (Fi5. 7 B). These ~~re quite s1m1lar to the ones ob- 
served 1n the most rapidly sedimenting ribosome zons in 
phosphate buffer. However, an even greater percant~ge of the 
particles were aggregnted into short rode of various lengths. 
Plate 3 shows p~rticles present 1n the three !samples 
or larger components. The upper white zone (A) a~peared to 
consist of severel sizes of spherical particles and a few 
lnrge fl~ttened structures. The bri5ht green zone (B) con- 
sisted of large flattened bodies which were prob11bly grEina. 
A few smaller particles were also present. The lower white 
zone ( C) had a much lower concentra t1on of particles, which 
appeared to be primarily short rods or spheres aggregRted to 
form rods. In both the upper and lower samples, large 
flattened structures were observed in a low concentraticn. 
These were pr-obab Ly due to conto.minaticn ln the sampling pro- 
aedure. 
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Plate 1. Electron microsraphs of bean extract samples from 
5-20 r-a t.e columns simil'1r to th:>t in Fig. 7 A. Shfidowed with 
tungsten oxide. Ma~nif1cation is about X30,000. Latex 
particles have a di8meter of 264 mµ. A - Non-sedimenting material frcm the upper 0.5 cm. 
B - Upper zone of slowly-sedimentin~ ribosomes, about 1.3 cm. 
C - Middle zone of slowly-sedimenting ribosomes, about 1.9 cm. 
D - Lower zone of faster-sedimenting ribosomes, ebcut 2.4 cm. 
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Plate 2. Electron·m1crographs of bean extrnct sam9les from 
5-20 rRte columns shadowed with tungsten oxide. Magnifica- 
tion is about X30,000. Latex particles have a diameter of 
264 mµ. A - Particles from the tou cm of a column made with 0.005 M EDTA buffered at pH 7.0.with tris, similar to Fig. 7 C. 
B - Particles from the 4 cm zone in a column made with 
0.002 M MgC12, similar to Fig. 7 B. 
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Plate 3. Electron micrographe of the larger components in 
bean extracts, eepara.ted by equilibrium zonal centrifugation, 
diayzed, concentrated, and sht3.dowed w1 th tungsten oxide. 
Magnification is a.bout X30,000. La.tex particles have a dia- 
meter of 264 mµ. 
A - P&rticles from the upper white zone. 
B - Particles from the middle bright green zone. 
C - Particles from the lower whi ta zone. 
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Dependence of ccncentr~t1on or components£!!. the uhysio- 
logical stnte of the ol~nts 
As a general rule, older leaves yielded less material 
than did younger leaves. Extr~cts from primary leaves of 
beans had less green mnterial than extracts from trifoliate 
leaves, but ribosomal components were still observed. The 
age of be~n plRnts caused a vari~tion in detectable compo- 
nents shown in Fig. 4. Trifoliate leaves harvested 15 days 
after plenting (A) were not yet fully expanded. First tr1- 
fol1ate leaves were fully expanded and second trifoliates 
were just beginning to expand 18 deys after plantin5 (B}. 
Both first and second trifoliate leaves were used when har- 
vested 22 days Dfter planting (C}, when the plants were 
beginning to vine. All three gradient columns contained 
material derived from 0.67 gm of leaves. Tota.I e.bsorbance 
decreased with increasing age, but separation of the ribo- 
som~l components was most complete with the intermediate 
age of leaves. 
Detectable components also varied with time of day or 
harvest, end to avoid th1~ difference, most of the work was 
done with le~ves h~rvested just before noon. Very little 
veriet1on in extracts wa s observed be tveen plants r,ro"m 
during differe~t seasons of the year. 
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Figure 4. Scann1n3 p~tterns or 50-200 mg sucrose per ml 
phosphate buffer c;rP.d1ent columns centr1fueed 4 hrs at 
23,000 rpm. Each tube contained 3n equivalent of 0.67 gm 
of be~n le~ves 1n the form of resuspended hieh speed 
pellets. A, B, ~nd C were hnrvested 15, 18, and 22 days, 
respectively, after planting. 
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Effecte 2f conditions £f. dens1ty-gred1ent centr1fu~ation 
The degree of aepa rnt.Lon and the components detected 
in extracts or healthy plants varied considerably with the 
materials used tor preparation of the gradient columns. 
Centr1fucetion in Ieepon T-73. Density-gradient 
centrifu~ation or hea.lthy plRnt extracts in columns contain- 
'-' 
ing phoephate buffer and O.l~ Igepon T-73 ceuaed a dispersion 
of the components into many shArp zonea of various colors -- 
shades of red, yellow, ereen, and brown in the top 2 cm or 
the columns. As shown 1n Fig. 5 A, the ec~nner did not de- 
tect t!~se zones by UV absorption, even at concentrnt1ons as 
low ae 0.2 gm leaves per tube. As observed by Brakke (1959), 
these components reached a final depth after only a short 
period of centrifuge.tion, and sedimented no further 1n 5-20 
rate columns than 1n 10-40 rate columns. Longer periods or 
centrifugation did not cause further sedimentetion. This 
suc~ested th8t the colored particles h~d a low density equel 
to that of the sucrose solution at 0 to 2 cm. However, when 
extracts were dissolved in 150 mg sucrose per ml, layered 
within the graeient column at 3.0 cm, and centrifuged, the 
particles ree:ponsible fer the colored zones sedirnented·further 
do~"!l into the tube, ~s did the UV a.bscrbing particles (F1g. 
5 B). Cnly e. very small amount or rn~terial fleeted toward 
the top of t~c tube d~r1~3 centr1fug~t1on, ae should ht'.Ve 
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Figure 5. SoRnning patterns of gradient colu.~ns 
of 50-200 mg sucrose per ml or phosphate buffer 
and o.11 Ige~on T-73, containing mater1nl derived from 1 gm of bean leaves, in the form or the re- 
suspended high speed pellet. A_ s~mple layered on top of the tube. 
B _Sample dissolved 1n 150 mg sucrose per ml, 
end l~yered w1th1n the gradient column at 3 cm. 
occurred if the particles were less dense thnn the sucro'ee 
in which they were lAyered. This suggests that the high 
concentr~tion of sucrose h~d some effect on the particles. 
Centrifu~~tlon in cesium chloride. Cesium chloride 
gra.dient co lumns had a ra.ne;e of density from 1.12 to 1.37. 
When en extract equivalent to 0.4 gm of bean leaves was 
layered on columns which were centrifuged 5 hr at 30,000 rpm, 
visible zones occurred only at 1.0 cm and at 2.0 cm. The 
latter zone wos a thin leyer of green material apparently 
precipitated et the hieh salt concentration. Scnnning pat- 
terns revealed zones of highly absorbing material nt about 
3.0 cm and at the bottom of the tube, about 3.8 cm. 
A similar effect occurred with tobacco extracts. 
Zones were visible at 1.0 cm, and 1.5 to 2.0 cm. The latter 
band wlle slightly green. Scenning patterns revealed low 
absorb~nce around 2.0 om, but very high absorbance around 
3.0 cm and at the bottom of the tube. 
The ribosom~l particles that sedimented to these 
lower depths were evidently too small to be visible by scat- 
tered light, but were easily detected by scanning. The 
density of the CsCl in this region or the tube was 1.3 to 
1.4, which would 1nd1cnte th~t t~e riboso!l'!ee ha.d a hieh den- 
s1 ty, and were more dense than the green m~.terial that 
sedimented rapidly in sucrose gr?d1ent colu.~ne. 
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Recycl1n~ £! ribosom~l componente. Recycling the 
ribosomel components by collecting samples from gradient 
columns during s cs.nnf ng and le.yer1ng them on more gradient 
columns was ll'l.rgely uneuccess ful. Samples were e1 ther diluted 
or dialyzed to reduce the sucrose concentration to c1ve a 
density less than that of the top of the gradient column. 
Samples collected from phosphate buffer tubes and layered on 
Igepon tubes or on phosphate buffer tubes, o·r from Igepon 
tubes and lnyered on phosphate buffer tubes did not sediment 
to the depth to wllich they sedimented during the original 
centrifugation. If four r1bosoml'..l samples were collected 
and recombined to layer on ~nother gradient column, centri- 
fugation did not cause sediment~t1on to the original depths. 
Thie effect mAY indicate thnt the pert1cles were unst~ble 
~nen separ~ted end did net retain their sedimentation proper- 
ties, even though t hey retained other properties such as 
ultr~violet Rbeorption. 
Recycling from sucrose columns to CsCl columns and 
sepnr:iting on the basis of density wa.s attempted with tobacco 
extracts. The acE1.nr.ing pattern for the equivalent of 1 gm 
of tobacco centrifuged 5 hr on 5-20 rate columns is sho~m in 
Fig. 6 A. P~rticularly eood seperntion wns obtained w1th 
this prepnratlon, and f1ve samples were collected at posi- 
tions indicated on the acannfrig pattern. These erunples were 
layered on CsCl gradient eclmnns and centrifuged 5 hrs. 
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Figure 6. Scanning patterns of gradient columns con- 
taining the resuspended h1Bh speed pellet derived from 
1 &~of tob~cco leaves. A_ Gradient column or 50-200 mg sucrose per ml ot 
phosphate buffer, centrifuged 5 hr at 23,000 rpm. 
B _ F - Gre.d1ent columns of 1.0 M, 2.0 M, and 3.0 M csCl in phosph~te buffer, centr1fueed 5 hr rit 
30,000 rpm,.and cont~1n1ne, respectively, the 5 
samples from the sucrose colu~n 1n A. 
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Scanning patterns of these tubes ~re shown in Figure 6. 
Sample 1 (B) sedimented to abcut 1.5 cm. Sa~ples 2 (C) end 
3 ( D) had no pDrticult:ir zone of e.bsorbance, and did not seem 
to sediment much. Samples 4 (E) and 5 (F) sedimented nearly 
to the bottom of the tube, with sample 5 showing some ~bsor- 
bance between 2.0 and 3.0 cm. Apparently the riboso~al 
components are of different densitiea nnd these densities do 
not correspond directly to their sedimentation rate in su- 
crose density-gradient columns. 
Centr1fugr.it1on !!l Vfl.rious mPp;neaiurn concentrations. 
The effect of magnesium on the riboeomal components was tested 
by using gr~dient columns containing VBrious concentrations or 
magnesium chloride. Figure 7 shows scanning patterns of the 
resuspended hieh speed pellet of benn centrifuged on columns 
with phosphate buffer (A), 0.002 M MgC12 (B), and 0.005 M EDTA 
buffered et pH 7.0 with tris (c). Magnesium caused a marked 
change in the sedimentation or the ribosomes, with the major 
peak occurring at 4.0 cm in 0.01 M MgC12• The chelating 
agent, EDTA, which binds magnes1U!ll, caused a breakdown or the 
ribosomes. Nearly all of the absorb~..nce w~s within the top 
1.5 cm or the tube where free nucleic acid should be. Sedi- 
mentation in 0.005 M tris-HCl at pH 7.4 (Fie. 8 B) resulted 
in a chPnr;e similar to th.'1t caus ed by me.gnesium, w1 th peaks 
at 3.0 and 4.0 cm thnt were not present in phosphnte buffer 
columns. Figure 8 also shows sed1rnontr:ltion pe..tterns in tris 
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Figure 7. Scanning patterns of 50-200 mg sucrose per 
ml gra.dient columns, centrifuged 4 hr a t 23,0oo rpm, 
containing t~e resuspended high speed pellet derived from o.67 gm of bean leaves. 
A_ sucrose dissolved 1n 0.01 M neutral phosphate buffer. 
B _sucrose dissolved 1n 0.002 M Mgc12• 
c _sucrose dissolved in 0.005 M EDTA, adjusted to pH 7.0 with tris. 
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Figure 8. Scanning patterns of 50-200 mg sucrose per 
ml gradient eo Lumne , centrifuged 4 hr e.t 23,000 rpm, 
cont~1n1ng the resuspended h1gh speed pellet derived 
rrom o.67 gm of bean le~ves. 
A_ 0.01 M neutral phosphate buffer 
B _ 0.005 M tr1s-HC1 buffer pH 7.4 
C - 0.005 M tr1e-HC1 + 0.01 M MgC12 
D - 0.005 M tr1s-HC1 + 0.001 M ttgCI E - 0.005 M tr1s-HC1 + 0.0001 M MgC~2 
F - 0.005 M tr1s-HC1 + 0.00001 M MgC12 
Gradient columns ver-e prepared by dissolving the 
sucrose in the above mater12ls. Tubes E and F were 
centrifuged nt ~lower temperature, so components did 
not sediment as rapidly. 
buffer containing four different concentrations of magnesium 
chloride, ranging from 10-2 to 10-5 M (C-E). The major 
component reeched e. maxrmum concentration at 10-3 M, and de- 
creeeed with further decrease 1n maf)les1um. It should be 
noted that this change to higher sedimenta.tion rates occurred 
in Mgc12 alone, in tr1s alone, but not in tris with EDTA. 
Tobacco extracts beh~ved in a similar manner 1n the 
presence of megnesium and EDTA. 
Effects£!. den~turin~ !!.Di edsorbins agents 
The effect of treating plant extracts with various 
denaturing er adsorbing agents wns analyzed by centrifugation 
for 4 hr on 5-20 rate columns in 0.01 M phosphate buffer, and 
recording the ecenning patterns in the tubes. Controls were 
the untreated extrects from the ssme preparetions of leaves 
centrifuged e.t the same time. 
T~bles I - V contain results of representative ex~er1- 
ments of tre~tments of healthy plant extracts. Concentrations 
are expresaed as ml x absorbance at 254 mµ measured from the 
scanning patterns. Values represent the material in each or 
the tractions of the gradient column that survived the pe.r- 
t1cular trea.tment. Pee.ks in the scennlng patterns usually 
overl~pped so that values may not be a true measure of the 
concentr~tion of the 1nd1v1dual components. Scanning pat- 
terns were eepernted 1nto non-sedimenting material in the 
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top cent1menter, two ribosome zones with different sedimenta- 
tion rRtes as shown 1n Fl~. 10 A for beans and Fig. 1 B for 
tobacco, and larger components usuRlly present below about 
3 cm. The experiment represented 1n Table II gave separation 
of ribosomes into three zones with different sedimentation 
r-a t.e s , RS shown in Fig. 7 A. Ribosomal components from bar--. 
ley usually sepnrated into two zones. Measurements of theee 
two, as well as non-sed1ment1n~ material and the larger com- 
ponents, were made. 
Treatments e.re 11ated in the ta.bles 1n the order of 
relative effectiveness based on the percentage of the total 
amcunt, of absorb~mce removed. However, the relative effec- 
tiveness varied frcm one component to another. 
No visible zones were observed in many of the 6radient 
columns centrifu~ed with treated extracts. Photometric 
scanninc; showed the presence of sma Ll, amounts or absorbing 
materle.l which otherwise would not have been detected. 
sta~e 2f ~extract at~ cf tre~tment. In the 
purl r1ca tion of viruses, extracts ar e usually trea. ted after 
grinding the tissue or ~fter low speed centrifu3at1on. Tests 
were conducted to determine if the effectiveness of.the treat- 
ments varied with the time of application. Figure 9 shows 
scanning petterns of gradient colu~ns of bean extracts, with 
tree tments e.p".'."'lied to the crude sn.p or to the resus,ended 
high speed pellet. Fig. 9 A Ghows the untreated high speed 
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Figure 9. Scanning patterns of 50-200 mg sucrose per 
ml gradient columns centrifuged 4 hr nt 23,000 rpm. 
A_ untreated beRn resuspended high speed pellet, 
representing 0.4 gm of leaves. B _Bean resuspended high speed pellet treated·l hr 
at 4o0, representing 0.4 gm leaves. c _Bean resuspended high speed pellet treated with 
c~HPO , representing l gm of leaves. 
D _ Unt~eated bean crude sap, representing 0.56 gm 
leaves. 
E - Be~n crude sap treated l hr ~t 40°, representing 0.56 gm leaves. 
F - Bea.n crude sap treD.ted with Ce.HP01p representing 1.3 sm leeves. 
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pellet, with the cha.re.cter1st1c ribosome peaks. When the 
crude sap was centr1fu0ed on gradient columns, the non- 
sediment1ng phenolic compounds cnused a high absorbance 1n 
the top 1 cm of the tube and obscured some of the ribosome 
pe~ks (D) 1n the untre~ted control. Disregarding the abaor- 
bane e ·from O to 1 cm 1n E and F, 1 t csn be seen thn.t both 1 hr 
at 40° and CaHP04 were more effective in removing components 
when ap-::11ed to the crude ea'!) than when ap,11ed to the re- 
suspended high speed pellet (Band C). This was particularly 
true w1 th CaHP04 adsorption,· and w1 th several ot the other 
treatments. Because of this difference, treatments were 
applied to the crude sap and followed by high speed centrifuga- 
tion before density-gradient centrifugation. 
Effects£!. freez1n~. The effect of short- nnd long- 
term freezin~ on bean le~ves, crude sap, ~nd resus~ended high 
speed pellet was teated. Freezing 1nt~ct le~ves for one 
morrth caus ed very little change 1n the ma terie.l extracted. 
Freezin() for 10~ months caus ed some breakdown of the ribosomal 
components, but little reduction in total absorbence in the 
tube (Fig. 10 D) and some r-emova I of the green mt'!.teria.l. One 
month of freez1n3 either of the crude sap or the resuspended 
hi3h speed pellet (Fig. 10 B) caused little change from the 
fresh extract (F1g. 10 A). When the crude sap was frozen 
10! months,all of the green color wns removed, nearly all of 
or the components were precipitated from solution, and little 
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Figure 10. Scanning patterns of 50-200 mg sucrose per 
ml gradient columns centrifuged 4 hr at 23,000 rrnn. A-E contain materi~l from 0.67 gm or bean leaves: A_ Untreated, freshly prepared resuspended high 
speed pellet. B _Resuspended higa speed pellet frozen one month. 
c _Resuspended h15h speed pellet fromen 10! months. 
D _Resuspended high speed pellet prepnred from bean 
leo.ves frozen lOi· months. 
E _ Resuspe~ded h1$h s?eed pellet prepnred from bean 
crude sap frozen 10~ months. 
F _Resuspended high speed pellet prepared frcm 
tobacco leaves frozen 10} months. 
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abeorb~nce remnined in the gradient tube (Fig. 10 E). Long 
term freezing of the high speed pellet caused a breakdown or 
the ribosomRl components, resulting in high abeorbance in the 
top of the tube (Fig. 10 c). This sample retained some green 
color. Freezing tob~cco leaves did not appeer to be effective 
in removinc; absorbing components, although most of the green 
color was removed (Fig. 10 F). 
TreP.t~ente of~ extrRcts. The amo~nt or material 
surviving various trentments of crude sap cf beans is shown 
in Table I. Several controls were required becnuse treo.t- 
men ts were applied to different prepo.rtt tions, and the un- 
treated extracts vBried. In general, heat treatment, calci'lll!l 
phosphnte, and ethnnol were more effective than the other 
or~nnic solvents. The tre~tments also vsr1ed in the degree 
to which they removed the 1ndiv1dual components. 
Hent treatments, cnlc1um phosphate, ethanol, and chloro- 
forrn-butanol removed the c;reen. components. The ln.tter two 
also turned the ss» brown. Neither et~1er treatment removed 
a.11 of the green, but the lonc;er time was more effective 1n 
removing the ribosom~l components. Acid tre~tment to pH 5.5 
wa.s not very effective on either the crude sap or the resus- 
pended high speed pellet. Low speed centrifugation at.pH 5.2 
and adjustment to neutrality removed 211 of the green color. 
No zones were visible, but light absorption wse detected near 
the top of the tube end around 2 .o cm. 
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Results of treetments or the high speed pellet with 
three ore;anic sol vents are shown in Te.ble II. The ether and 
n-butanol treated samples were still quite green, but the 
chloroform-butanol treated aampt e was nearly clear. The 
three treatments were about equal in effect1venesa of removal 
of ribosome.l components, and were far leas effective than 
when ap?lied to the crude sap. 
Gradient columns with untreated extracts always had a 
pellet at the bottom after centr1fugat1on. Extracts treated 
0 w1 th ether, n-bute.nol, 1 hr ~t 40 , and Ca.HP04 often, but not 
always, hed pellets in the eradient tubes. Other treatments 
usually.had no pellet. 
Tre~.trnents £!.tobacco extrF1cts. Ten different treat- 
ments of tobacco crude extra.ct were a.p,11ed to the same 
preparation. The amount of material surviving each or these 
treatments ls summarized in Te.ble III. Calcium pho spha t.a was 
most effective, followed by heating for 10 min at 55°. Heat- 
ing ror 1 hr at 40° was least effective. Acid treatment re- 
moved only those materials that were irreversibly precipitated 
at pH 5.0, elnce the sap was adjusted to neutrality betore 
low speed centr1fugat1cn. One hour shaking with ether was 
more effective tha.n 3 min she.kine; with the aame solvent. 
Butanol 1n combint>t1cn with chloroform or ether was more effec- 
tive than by itself. Tree.tments which removed nearly all er 
the green color were calcium phosphate, 10 min at 550, 
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chloroform-but~nol, ether-butanol, 2nd 10~ n-butanol. Heat- 
ing 1 hr at 40° t:.nd shaking 3 min 11:i th ether removed very 
11 ttle of tt.e ereen color. Tref!.tments which had pellets af- 
ter density-~r~dient centrifugation were 1 hr at 4o0, 3 min 
ether, 90~ at.hano I , and acid, indicating that these trea.tmente 
were less effective in removing the larger components. As 
with beRn, the tre~tments varied in the rel~tive amounts of 
each of the components removed. 
TrePtrne;.tA £.!: b~r1.ey ex tr-ac t s , Effect of treatments 
of bar-Ley crude sap wn.s ana l.yz ed on two types of cradient 
tubes. TP..ble IV shows me terin.l survi vine treatments and 
anaIyz ed on 5-20 r~ te columns. In experiments of Table v, 
effectiveness of treatments was detem1ned :)y us i ng 50-600 
mg sucrose per ml tubes, which wculd give a better measure- 
ment of the f~ster-sediment1nz, larger components. With 
barley, both heat treatments were very effective. As with 
bean and t.obacc o , 1 hr shekin~ with ether was more effective 
than 3 min sha.ldn~ w1 th the same sol vent. Cnlciu."Il phosphate 
removed r~r less material from berley than it did from bean 
and tob~cco extracts. Ethanol, which was quite effective on 
beans, d1d not remove neerly as much meter1al from barley. 
or the treatments nne.lyzed on 5-20 r~.te cclu!!lns, only 
the 3 min ether treated extract w~s green and fc·rned a pellet 
in the botto~ of the tuoe. Those tre~trnents annlyzed on 
50-600 mg sucrose ~er ml columns all showed a gr~du~lly 
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increased light scattering below about 3.5 cm, but were rela- 
tively free of e.ny green color. This indicates that there 
were m~ter1ale present in the larger components that were 
colorless and did not absorb very strongly. 
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TABLE I 
AMOUNT OF MATERIAL SURVIVING TREATMENTS OF BEAN CRUDE SAP 
Treatments!!:! Fraction from gred1ent columnb/ Total % of 
1 2 2 4 control 
907' EtOH 1.!P' o.8 o.6 1.0 3.9 7 
CaHP04 1.9 3.1 1.1 o.8 6.9 12 Control 7.6 21.2 24.l 3.4 56.3 
CaHP04 1.4 1.3 o.8 1.1 4.6 13 Control 5.6 16.3 13.7 o.e· 36.4 
10 Mln a5° C 1.6 0.7 0.5 o.o 2.8 6 1 Hr 40 C 2.6 1.4 2.6 0.5 7.1 15 
Control 6.8 20.0 17.8 1.4 46.8 
10% n-Butanol 1.5 2.8 6.1 0.4 10.9 26 Control 4.6 19.4 16.6 1.3 41.9 
CHCl~-butanol 2.7 2.1 3.2 0.5 8.5 20 10% -Butanol 3.8 5.4 6.4 0.5 16.1 39 1 Hr ether 4.4 7.3 7.1 o.o 18.8 45 
Control 8.4 12.3 19.9 1.2 41.8 
!!:!Treatments were applied to crude sap and followed 
by high speed centrifugation. Pellet was resuspended at 1:1 dilution and an~lyzed by density-gradient centrifugation, 
Ef Gra.d1ent columns were 50-200 mg sucrose per ml of phosphate buffer. Centrifuged 4 hr at 23,000 rpm. Frection 1 =non-sedimenting material 
Fraction 2 =slowly-sedimenting ribosomes Fraction 3 =fast-sedimenting ribosomes 
Fraction 4 =rapidly-sedimenting larger material 
~Expressed as ml x absorbance at 254 mµ measured from scanning patterns. Each value represents material derived from 2 gm leaves. 
TABLE II 
AMOUNT OF MATERIAL SURVIVING TREATMENTS OF BEAN RESUSPENDED HIGH SPEED PELLET 
Treatment§;/ Frnct1on from gradient column!:?! Total % or 
l 2 2 4 5 control 
cr1c13-butanol 3.9£/ 2.2 1.5 4.1 0.2 11.9 66 
l Hr ether 3.4 5.1 1.1 4.2 0.2 14.o 78 
10% n-Bute.nol 4.3 3.5 1.5 4.7 1.0 15·.o 84 
Control 3.6 6.1 1.9 5.8 0.5 17.9 
!!!Treatments were applied to a 1:1 dilution or the 
resuspended high speed pellet, then diluted 1:3 
tor density-gradient centrifugation. 
!?laradient columns were 50-200 mg sucrose per ml or 
phosphate buffer. Centrifuged 4 hr at 23,000 rpm. Fraction l •non-sedimenting material 
Fraction 2 =top zone or ribosome material 
Fraction 3 =middle zone of ribosome material 
Frnotion 4 =bottom zone or ribosome material 
Fraction 5 =rapidly-sedimenting larger material 
£/Expressed as ml x absorbance at 254 mµ measured 
rrom scanning patterns. Each value represents 
material derived from 0.67 gm or leaves. 
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TABLE III 
AMOUNT OF MATERIAL SURVIVING TREATMENTS OF TOBACCO CRUDE SAP 
Trea tment!V Fraction from gradient column!v' 1 2 3 4 Total ~or control 
0.2~1 0.1 o.o o.o 
10 Min 55° c o.4 · 0.1 
CHC13-butanol 0.7 1.0 
Ether-butanol 0.4 0.9 
Acid o.8 3.0 
1 Hr ether 0.7 1.7 
l~ n-Butanol 1.0 2.4 
3 Min ether 1.0 3.0 
90~ EtOH 1.4 4.7 
1 Hr 40° C 1.0. 3.4 
control 2.4 14.3 
o.o 
1.1 
1.5 
o.8 
1.9 
2.7 
3.2 
1.8 
3.1 
6.8 
o.o 
0.1 
1.4 
o.o 
0.7 
1.6 
1.2 
0.9 
1.6 
3.2 
0.3 1 
0.5 
2.9 
4.2 
4.6 
5.0 
7.7 
8.4 
8.8 
9.1 
26.7 
2 
11 
16 
17 
19 
29 
31 
33 
34 
!!/Trentment was applied to crude sap and followed by 
high speed centrifugation. Pellet was resuspended 
at 1:1 dilution and analyzed by density-gradient 
oentr1fugat1on. 
£/Gradient columns were 50-200 mg sucrose per ml or 
phosphate buffer. Centrifuged 4 hr at 23,000 rpm. 
Fraction 1 =non-sedimenting material 
Fraction 2 =slowly-sedimenting ribosomes 
Fraction 3 = tast-sediment1ng ribosomes . 
Fraction 4 =rapidly-sedimenting larger material 
.£/Expressed as ml x absorbance at 254 mµ measured 
trom scanning patterns. Each value represents 
material derived from 2 gm of leaves. 
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TABLE IV 
AMOUNT OF MATERIAL SURVIVU!G TREATMENTS OF BARLEY CRUDE SAP 
Treatment!!/ Friict1on f'r-om 5r~die!lt columnE/ Total % or 
1 2 2 4 control 
10 Min 55° C o.4Sl o.o o.o o.o o.4 2 
l Hr 40° C 0.3 0.2 o.o o.o 0.5 3 
l~ n-Butanol 1.2 o.s 1.0 o.o4 3.0 18 
l Hr ether 1.1 1.0 o.8 0.03 2.9 17 
3 Min ether 2.5 2.5 3.0 o.4 8.4 50 
Control 2.6 8.5 4.6 0.1 16.7 
!!/Treatments were applied to crude sap and followed by high speed centrifugation. Pellet was resuspended at 1:1 dilution and analyzed by density-gradient 
centrifugation. 
!?!Gradient coiumns were 50-200 mg sucrose per ml or phosphate buffer. Centrifuged 4 hr at 23,000 rpm. Fraction 1 =non-sedimenting material 
Fraction 2 =slowly-sedimenting ribosomes Fraction 3 =fast-sedimenting ribosomes 
Fraction 4 =rapidly-sedimenting lar3er material 
.£/Expressed as ml x absorbance nt 254 mµ measured from scanning patterns. Each value represents material derived from 2 gm of leaves. 
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TABLE V 
AMOUNT OF MATERIAL SURVIVING TREATMENTS OF BARLEY CRUDE SAP 
Treo.tment!!f Fraction rrom gradient colu...,,n!?I Total % of 
1 ~ 2 4 control 
CaHP04 3.-# 1.7 0.2 0.4 5.6 22 
cac13-bute.nol 1.6 3.3 1.9 o.4 7.2 29 
Ether-butanol 1.8 3.4 2.7 0.3 8.2 33 
90% EtOH 4.0 4.1 3.0 3.9 15.0 60 
Control 6.7 11.0 4.6 2.6 24.9 
!!/Treatments were .applied to crude sap and followed by high speed centrifugation. Pellet was resuspended 
at 1:1 dilution and analyzed by density-gradient 
e en tr1:f'uen. t1on. 
!v'Grad1ent columns were 3, 5, 5, 5, 5, and 4 ml or 50, 100, 150, 200, 400, end 600 mg sucrose respec- tively, per ml of phosphate buffer. Centrifuged 
2 hr at 23,000 rpm. Fraction 1 =non-sedimenting material Frect1on 2 =slowly-sedimenting ribosomes Fraction 3 =fast-sedimenting ribosomes Fre.ct1on 4 = ro.p1dly-sed1ment1ng larger material 
,g/Expreseed as ml x absorbance at 254 mµ measured from scanning patterns. Each value represents material derived from 2 gm of leaves. 
DISCUSSION 
The use or photometric scanning for the detection ot 
components 1n density-gradient columns was quite useful as a 
rapid means of eva.luat1ng the effectiveness ot v~r1ous treat- 
ments or extracts or healthy· plants. Observation of centri- 
tuged gradient columns by passing a ray or light down through 
the tube was also us~ful, but was of value only for detecting 
particles that were large enough ~r present in a high enough 
' concentration to scatter sufficient light to ma?te the zone 
v1o1ble. An accurate estimation of concentration or the 
separate components was very difficult by this method. When 
untreated plant extrncts were centrifuged, light-scattering 
materials were usually present throughout the gradient column, 
making it almost impossible to accurately detect t~e separate 
zones. Dilution or the extracts to deQrease light-scattering 
also decreased the components that sedimented as discrete 
~ones to a point where they were hardly visible. Photometric 
scanning was considerably more sensitive in detecting ribo- 
somal components wh~ch absorbed highly at 254 mµ but scattered 
little light. As long as the concentration of these materials 
was below the maximum recording capacity or the scanner, 
separate peaks were detected even 1n the presence or many 
light-scattering materi~ls. 
Measurement ot the erea under scanning pattern peaks 
gave an estimation of the concentrntion or the various 
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components. Theoe peaks were often quite close together, so 
divisions for measurement could not be mnde accurately enough 
to avoid contamination from adjacent pe~ks. Procedures were 
standardized n.a much as possible to ml'.ke any errors consistent 
between the various measurements. 
Depths of the tops or the visible zones were usun.lly 
1 to 2 millimeters above the depth of the ma.ximum heie;ht of the 
peak on the scanning pattern. As·a general ·rule, any visible 
zone 1n a gradient column was expressed as a peak on the 
scnnning pattern. A notable exception to this was the failure 
of the scann~r to separate the many colored zones produced 
dur1ne centrifugation of plant extracts throu3h Igepon-con- 
ta1ning gra.d1ent columns. In contra.st, scanning often de- 
tected peaks where no visible zones were observed. A 
concentration of ribosomes of 3 to 5 ml x absoz-bcnce se ened 
necesaD.rY before o. zone was visible, depending upon 11e;ht- 
sca tt~r1ng in the b~ckground. Centrifugation in cesium 
chloride gre.dient eo Iunns particula.rly resulted 1n detection 
or high concentrations of absorbing materia.l at depths where 
no zones were visible. Regions of considerable light-ecat- 
terine, such as often found in the lower half of rate gradient 
columns, were apparently due to the larger components which 
absorbed very little UV light. 
Riboso:ie po.rticles with e.pprox1r!e.tely the same prop- 
erties were isolated from benn, tobacco, and barley leaves. 
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Properties were also similar to those or r1bonucleopbotein 
particles from pea seedlings (Tso et al., 1958) and from 
E. ccli (Tiss1eres et al., 1959), and to properties or the - - norme.1 lee.f nucleoprotein material isole.ted from tobacco 
leaves by Pirie (1950, 1956). Sedimentation constants deter- 
mined in this study were only approxi~ete, but their values 
fell into the range of values reported for ribosome particles 
from other sources. Alter~tion of sedimentation patterns in 
deneity-grnd1ent tubes containing different concentrations or 
magnesium (Fig. 8) was consistent with the results reported 
for other r1boeo~e particles. Electron microscopy of ribo- 
some particles from bean leaves showed small, nearly ephericnl 
particles that seemed to be more aggregated in samples sedi- 
menting at n faster rate, which e.grees with observations of 
E. coll particles (Hall and Slayter, 1959; Huxley, 1960). - - Instability cf these particles with increased purifi- 
cation, as indicated by the f8.1lure of recycling e.ttempte, 
may have been due in part to the r-emove.I Of magnesium from 
the system. Complete removal of magnesium with EDTA caused 
breakdc\'m o! the particles ir.to still ama.ller uni ts, which 
also occurred with particles fr~:n ~ • .£.S2.1!. and pea aeedl1ncs. 
The extracts were continually exposed to 0.01 H phosphate 
buffer, which Etlso removed magnesium from the system. Sedi- 
mentation through gradient columns cont~1n1ng tr1s buffer or 
ve.rious concentr~ t1ons of magnesiu."!l reeul ted 1n the formation 
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of larger particles than were present in the extract when 
sedimented through phosphate buffer or wa.ter gradient columns. 
Higher concentrations of plant extracts, such as used in the 
determ1na.t1on of sed1menta t Lon cons tant-s , resulted in the 
formation Of faster-sedimenting pRrticles thnn found 1n lO~~r 
concentr~tions, even when both were sedimented through phos- 
phete buffer. The smaller runount of agzreg~tion at higher 
dilutions could have been cauaed by the lower concentration 
or mngneeium or by the lower concentration of small ribosomes. 
The result suggests a readily reversible reaction. 
Recycling or the various ribosomal components on 
cesium chloride gradient columns indicated that there mny be 
some differences in dens1 ty bet~ . ;een the pa.rt1cles. This is 
different from the situation reported for.i • .2.£!! ribosomes, 
which apparently all have about the s~me density. 
Ultraviolet e.bsorption spectra of ribosomal sa.mples 
from gr~dient columns indicated the particles contained a 
high concentration of nucleic.acid. Slight differenced 
between the particles were observed in the different absorp- 
tion spectra and 1n their appenrance in electron micrographs. 
These differences in density, nbsorption spectra, 
appearance, and the re.ct t:1at a portion or the slowly-sedi- 
menting ribosomal fractions remained even at a high magnesium 
concentrations suggests that something other than, or 1n 
addition to an aggregation of b~s1cally a1m11nr components 
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is involved in the ribosomal pa t t een in extra.eta or healthy 
ple.nt leaves. 
The various denaturing and adsorbing a.gents that are 
commonly used for plant virus pur1fica. tion varied somewha.t in 
their action on the components in healthy plant extracts. 
Differences were evident among the three species or plants 
tested, and between the action on the ribosome components 
and on the faster-sedimentin3 protein components. Treatments 
of the resuspended high speed pellet with organic solvents 
and other a5ents removed some or the green color or the ex- 
tract, but removed very little of the ribosomal components. 
The same t.r-ea tments applied to the crude sap were much core 
effective 1n removing the ribosomes, indicating something 
that lll.bi11 zed t:1e r1boso!Iles was removed from the system 
during high speed centr1:f'ugat1on. 
In general, the treatments applied in this study were 
quite effective 1n removing normal-plant components from the 
system. Nearly any treatment which does not denature the 
virus in question should be a useful means of removing some 
of these components. However, the action of these agents may 
be different in plant extracts ccntn1ning a virus, or the 
normal-plant components contained in infected plant extracts 
may be different from those contained in healthy plant 
extrr>cta. 
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Heeting for 10 min at 55° C was the most consistently 
effective treatment for removing ribosomal components, as 
well as the green color. 
Freezing has often been used to facilitate the release 
or viruses from host tissue ~nd has been claimed to denature 
many or the host materials. In the present experiments, 
short-term freezing or one month did not remove many materials, 
and long.term freezing wae most effective when applied to 
crude sap. Freezing of intact leaves d1d not alter the host 
material to any great extent. 
One or the simplest ways to avoid contamination 1n 
virus preparations ls to use older leaves containing a lower 
concentration of ribosomal components and extractable green 
material. If it 1s necessary to use younger leaves, the 
best method for removing ribosomes is probably by aggregation 
with high megnesium concentrations or dispersion with EDTA. 
This would, of course, depend on the properties of the virus 
in question. 
The isolation end detection or these normal-plent 
components is very important to the successful purification 
or plant viruses. Thia fact was recognized by Pirie (1950, 
1956), who dete~ted normal-plant nucleoprotein particles in 
pur1f1ed preparations of TMV. Contamination is usually not 
a problem w1th stable viruses that may be pur1f1ed over a 
period of several days by rather rough methods. ror unstable 
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viruses or those that are present in low concentrations in 
ple.nt extracts, con t emd.nat.Lon could be quite important. 
Ribonucleoprote1n pP.rticles were easily Lao Let ed from heal thy 
plents by methods often used in the purification of plant 
viruses. Methods which may remove the contam1natine material 
may also cause ngerege.tion or deneturation or the virus and 
cnnnot be used. Even density-gradient centrifue;ntion.ma.y not 
be sufficient for sepnr~tin5 ribonucleoprotein particles from 
some viruses, since under certain conditions these particles 
have eed1mente.tion constants in the range of several spherical 
viruses. 
Ultraviolet absorption at 260 mµ is often used as a 
measure of virus concentration. With partially purified 
preparntions,many ccntamina.ting materials such as ribosomal 
components or the larger components may interfere with t~1s 
measurement. Dry weir;ht analysis of the le.rr.;er components 
indic13ted that although the yield of such particles per 
weight of tissue is smaller than for so'.lle viruses, a.bsorbance 
of a 1 mglml concentration is greater than for many plent 
viruses, such ns TMV which has a value of 3.24. The ribo- 
somal components absorb much more strongly at 260 nµ than do 
the larger conponents. Tiss1eree et al. (1959) has reported 
values from 14 to 18 for r1bonucleoprote1n particles from 
~·coli. Even a small amount or cont~m1n~t1on by these 
particles could cause a sizable error 1n estimation of virus 
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concentration. Ultraviolet absorption spectra have been 
used as a criterion or virus purity, but spectra for ribo- 
somal particles closely resemble those or some viruses. 
Further study or the ribosomal particles may be very 
useful 1n connection with the study of non-infectious 
nuoleoprotein particles that have been associated with some 
viruses. Contaminating normal-plant components could also 
be very important in plant virus serology. ·study of the 
action or these particles and enzyme systems aesoc1nted with 
them may reveal eome important facts concern1ne synthesis of 
viruses within plant cells. 
SUMMARY 
Protoplasmic components of healthy bean, tobacco, and 
barley plants were 1solated and studied by use of techniques 
common in plant virus purification. Three major types or 
components were separated by density-gradient centrifugation 
in columns prepared with O.Ol M neutral phosphate buffer. 
Material that did not sediment 1n high speed centr1tugation 
or throuc;h gradient columns consisted mainly· of phenols and 
low molecular weight proteins. Ribosomal components sedi- 
mented through density-gradient columns at rates similar to 
acme small spherical plant viruses and to previously reported 
sedimentation rates for ribosomes from!• coli and pea seed- 
lings. These particles appeared spherical 1n the electron 
microscope, and strongly absorbed ultraviolet light.· The 
integrity or the p~rt1clee depended upon the concentration 
or m~gnesium in the system, with larger particles predomina- 
ting in higher concentrations of magnesium. Three to five 
d1st1not ribosomal components differing in sedimentation 
rnte, density, and ultraviolet ebsorpt1on spectra were observed. 
Material that sedimented more repidly through rate dens1ty- 
gradient columns could be separated into three components 
by equil1br1um zonal centrifugation in sucrose gradient 
columns. Th~se components were larger, less dense, end ab- 
sorbed less ultraviolet light than the riboso~es. The lightest 
and heaviest or these components were white, but the intermedi- 
ate one was green. 
Older leaves usually yielded a lower coneentrat1on or 
components. Different conditions or density-gradient centr1- 
fugat1on varied the number and relative concentrntion or 'the 
components detected. The pattern or sedimentation was mark- 
edly changed by centrifugation in gradient columns containing 
phosphate buffer and Igepon, ees1um chloride, tris-HCl burrer, 
tr1s-HC1 and EDTA, or various concentrations or magnesium. 
Instability of the ribosomal components was .ind1cnted by the 
failure of recycling attempts. 
centrifugDt1on in density-gradient colu:nns containing 
phosphate buffer was used as an analytical method to evaluate 
the effectiveness or different denaturntion procedures on 
extracts of healthy plants. Concentration of the components 
Wa.s measured by photometric scanning or the centrifuged 
gradient columns. 
Denaturation treatments tested included heating, vari- 
ous organic solvents, calcium phosphate, acid1r1ca.tion, and 
freezing. Scanning.patterns of treated extracts were com- 
, pared to those of untreated resuspended high speed pellet 
from the same preparation or leaves. Effectiveness varied 
among the plant species tested, but 'in general, heating, 
long-term treez1ng, and calcium phosphate adsorption removed 
more or the normal plant components than did other treatments. 
Treatments or the crude sap followed by h1gh speed oentr1fU- 
gat1on were more effective than the same treatments on 
solutions of the resuspended high speed pellet. Components 
were also effectively removed from extracts by aggregation 
with high magnesium concentrations and dispersion with EDTA. 
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